
24 Clifton Ave, Stawell

Beautiful Outside, Brilliant Inside

While retaining traditional charm no effort or expense has been spared transforming

this beautifully positioned home into a modern low maintenance showpiece that will

delight you at every turn.

The spacious and relaxing carpeted lounge enjoys views to the Grampians and an

abundance of natural light as well as a wood fire look electric heater. Naturally the

entire home has year round climate control ensuring your comfort in every season.

The kitchen is stunning with its Smeg gas/electric cooking, perfect cabinetry, fabulous

storage, island bench, incredible and invaluable butler’s pantry and direct access to

the relaxing and generous modwood deck.

Automatic blinds add a touch of practical luxury to the main bedroom plus a walk-in

robe and an exquisite ensuite complete the picture.  All three bedrooms are large

with stylish overhead fans and all have built in storage. A handy study/home office

space could easily serve as a forth bedroom if required.

The tastefully tiled beautiful family bathroom is picture perfect, the tiled laundry is at

the next level and toilets total three.

Additionally you will find an underroof seven by six metre garage with automatic tilt a

door, Scyon lineal cladding, composite low maintenance feature fencing, front

verandah, rain water storage and all located on an easily managed corner block.  

Good enough for the pages of a glossy magazine your personal inspection is highly

recommended.

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that information is

accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any responsibility to any person for its

accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely upon their own inquiries in order to determine

whether or not this information is in fact accurate.
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Price SOLD for $585,000

Property Type Residential

Property ID 2293

Agent Details

Melanie Pitts - 0407 100 300
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189 Main Street Stawell VIC 3380
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